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Experimental aerodynamic wind tunnel investigations were conducted by
 
NASA/MSFC during August,197T1 on several launch configurations of the
 
MDAC'parallel burn vehicle. These tests, conducted in the NASA/MSFC
 
14 x 14 inch Trisonic Wind Tunnel, were in support of the MSFC evalu­
ation of the MDAC parallel burn vehicle whose performance is reported
 
in the McDonnell Douglas report MDC E0376, "Phase B System Study, Final
 
Report, External LH2 Tank Study".
 
Six component aerodynamic force and moment coefficient data are presented
 
in the body axis system and cover a Mach number range from 0.6 to 4.96
 
over an angle of attack range from -100 to 100 at zero degrees sideslip
 
and from -40 to 100 sideslip at 00 angle of attack. Thirty test hours
 
were required to accomplish the test.
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1, Photograph of Launch Configuration, L1 '13
 
2 Photograph of Launch Configuration, L2 14
 






4 MDAC Pasllel Burn Booster Configuration 2 16
 
5 MDAC Parallel Burn Orbiter Configuration 17
 



































Total Axial Force 

Base Axial Force 

Forebody Axial Force 

Total Drag Force 

Base Drag Force 









Lift-To-Drag Force Ratio 
Lift-To-Forebody Drag Force Ratio 
Normal-To-Axial Force Ratio 
Normal-To-Forebody Axial Force Ratio 
SADSAC NOMENCLATURE
 





- CD CDTOTL 
- CDB CDBASE 
- CDF CDFORE 
- CL CL 
CN 
CY CY CC 
CBL CSL CWL 
CLM CLM CPM 






The configurations tested consisted of the following components; 
Booster: (refer to Figure 4) 
B fuselage. 





VL lower vertical tail
 




W delta planform wing
 
Vbody centerline mounted vertical tail
 
external liquid hydrogen tanks'
 
Launch configuration one (L1) consists of the c-biter-mated-tb-the­
booster in "piggyback" fashion as shown in Figures 1 and 3. Launch 
configuratibfittwo (I) consists of the orbiter mated to the -booster 
in belly-toLbelly fashion as shown in Figure 2. 
Pertinent dimensional information for each of the model components is
 
given in the Model C6mponent Description Sheets which follow the Figures.
 











TEST /Vt:5cSo DATA SET/RUN NUMBER 
COLLATION SUMMARY 
SCUD. PARAMETERS/VALUES NO. MACH NUMBERS (OR ALTERNATE INDEPflT 
of 
n/ - -// k/0 1/ /%cA/_to/YVO %%/1/II/o 





R4-3007/ B 0 _ _ __ _ _ _ -
SCHE2 ULES-Z- 0 ; -40 '6 1 9 10 10NAS 
-MSF 4AA 
a o r 0 e. ,0 , i . R /-9 
TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION
 
The Marshall Space Flight Center 14" x 14" Trisonic Wind Tunnel i6 an inter­
mittent blowdown tunnel which operates by high pressure air ftowing from
 
storage to either vacuum or atmospheric conditions. A Mach numb&r range
 
from .2 to 5.85 is covered by utilizing two interchangeable test dections.
 
The transonic section permits testing at Mach 0.20 through 2.50, bhd the
 
supersonic section permits testing at Mach 2.74 through 5.85. Madh numbers
 
between .2 and ;9 are obtained by using a controllable diffuser. The range
 
from .95 to 1.3 is achieved through the use of plenum suctioh and kerforated
 
walls. Mach numbers of 1.44, 1.93 and 2.50 are produced by interchangeable
 
sets of fixed contour nozzle blocks. Above Mach 2.50 a set of fiebd contour
 
nozzle blocks are tilted and translated automatically to produce Mhy desired
 
Mach number in .25 increments.
 
Air is supplied to a 6000 cubic foot storage tank at approximbtely -400F dew
 
point and 500 psi. The compressor is a three-stage reciprocating Unit
 
driven by a 1500 hp motor.
 
The tunnel flow is established and controlled with a servo actuated gate
 
valve. The controlled air flows through the valve diffuser into the stilling
 
chamber and heat exchanger where the air temperature can be controiled from
 
ambient to apprdximately 180°F. The air then passes through the test section
 
which containsthe nozzle blocks and test region.
 
Downstream of the test section is a hydraulically controlled pitch sector
 
that provides a total angle of attack range of 200 (tlO°). Sting offsets are
 






Table I gives the tunnel conditions which prevailed during the test
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The aerodynamic forces and moments measured by the balance have-been
 




'SREFY = reference area = 4.6786 square inches
 
thEF = bref = reference body length = 6.0278 inches 
Moments are referenced -to the booster nose, see Figure 3.
 
Model base pressures were measured and utilized to correct the balance
 
measured axial force coefficient as'follaws:
 
=CA C 'AB 
where
 
CAF = correct6d .axial force coefficient
 
CA = measured axial force coefficient
 
CAB- base axial force coefficient
 
For the launch configurations,.the average base pressure measured on the 
orbiter was multiplied by the orbiter base area and added to the average 
base pressure measured on the booster multiplied by the booster base area; 
ioe., 
b '(PbBoostLPb SE lc/ ? V AbB 4SREF 
















PLOT TITTLE: SCIEWLE' OONDIT1,OS V AYING RANGE (DEG. (DEG.) PAGES' 
Longltudinal aIn6 
Stability. - MDAC 
Lteral 
Parallel 
A Configuration o.,6 to 
4.96 




B Configuration 0.6 to 0 -40 to 28-54 
4.96 10° 
C Qbnfiguration 0.6 to -10° to 0 55-80 
4.96 100 
D Cnfiguration o.,6 to 0 0 &l-&5 
4.96. 
E Configuration o.6 to. 0 -40 to 86-11T 0 
4-. 96 lO0 
F' Configuration 0.6 to, 0 0 i18 
4.96 
SUMMARY DATA PLOT INDEX 
(CONTINUED) 
PLOTTED COEFFICIENTS SCHEDULE: 
SCHED E A SCHEDULE B SCHEDULE C 
CLM vs. a CY vs. 1 DCuM/DALPHA(CIMALF) vs. MACH 
CN vs. a CLN vs. DCN/DALPHA(CNALFA) vs. MACH 
CA vs. a CBL vs. 
SCHEDULE D SCHEDULE E 
CIM(ALPHA=O) vs.t MACH DCY/DBTA vs. MACH
 
CN(ALPHA=O) vs. MACH DCLN/DBETA vs. MACH
 
CAF(ALPHA=O) vs. MACH DCSL/DBETA vs. MACH
 





D(CUN/CY)(BETA=O) vs. 14ACl 
10AI 
0lb 
Figure kIotogrphoi IatwCohl 
f0 / .t. 5 

(yt ;.)I.) 
Figure 3: Launch Configur-ation Model Geometry (
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1. Positive directions of force coefficients
 




2. For clarity, origins of wind and stability
 












Figure Jo xis systems, shiowig direction .and sense of force and 




MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - Boos-er
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTfON: _ ..... _
 
DRAWING NUMBER: 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length 17.6 ,t 
Max. Width 7in BAse /.060 t> 
Max. Depth i asen /e.... 
Fineness Ratio, 
Area 
Max. Cross-Sectional _ _ -­
'Pianform (wN. -rc Y~o) q?02 . 7 7 ., -
Wetted "excfuJin, hloe Win-, to Y/40 f' 1447q-2 , 
-Base Pro'SeclWc 9 44' o. 3 o0 q t 
Trvie 70 0.22- v 
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MODEL COMPONENT: Looier Winso 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
 
DRAWING NUMBER: WT- Z 7/ RFV 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
TOTAL DATA 
Area 
P1 anform 227Q-PIA2 2-7 t 
Wetted Yjqo T Y5'80 57 GO"___-o&.7___ 
Span (equivalent) (Theo.) q6.7 -Pf- 3.zo7 
Aspect Ratio 
Rate of Taper _ 
. 3 o_ 
--
Taper Ratio 
Diehedral Angle, degrees 
-Incidence Angle, degrees 
704o' 
0° _ 




Aerodynamic Twist, degrees _ -
Toe-In Angle _ -_ --
Cant Angle -- _ -
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge . S-. 
Trailing Edge _ -­
0.25 Element Line -o, 
Chords: 
Root (Wing Sta. 0.0) Sz. 0-j .q67, 
Tip, (equivalent) __.4 .- __ 
MAC 43, '.,f-
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC _ -
W.P. of .25 MAC _ _ -
B.L. of .25 MAC' -­ _ 
Airfoil Section 




Area yI5% to '6o0 (iTnO.) 2- Q2 _370 
Span, (equivalent) 3..3704307 M 
Aspect Ratio _ , --
Taper Ratio _ 
Chords 
Root s4 4- .1. 
Tip 25.0 r- . _, _ 
MAC --- --
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC -- -
W.P. of .25 MAC -_ 
B.L. of .25 MAC __ _ 
21 
MODEL COMPONENT: R0oos'e- - Upp Verl-Irp/ 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 
DRAWING: NUMBER': 	 Wt'T-&.ZT/ IZVB 






Wetted (W-PP& IZ LOWUI. . .3'/=s)' 3w .f-t , 2 2' 
Span; (equivatent) (reUe) £276 .. 7G7 
Aspect Ratio 1 
Rate of Taper _._z _ _ 
Taper Ratio o. 	 ___- ___­
Di'ehedral' Angle, degrees ,-- _ -
Incidence Angld, degrees' -
Aerodynamic Twi'st, degrees, _ ­
Toe-In Angle ' 3> 
Cant Ang-le (ROLL o r poa -,T 2s0 2-o 
Sweep Back Ah'le's,, diegree's 
Leading Edge 	 i-5"5* 
Trai. ing Edge 	 _ ­
0.25 Element Line -- --
Chords: 
Root (Wing Sta. O-.'OY)	 Do in, c s- 4-
Tip;, (equfvaletit) 	 o. -
MAC25 Maz 	 2_ C.bI-
Fus.Sta. of .25 MAC 	 _ --
W.P'. df .25 MAC 	 -- -

B.L. of .25 MAC _ 	 _ 
Ai-rfoi' 	 Section 
Root Qroco- , - ( 
Tip .. S- coo - 69-
EXPOSED DATN
 
-. 0.oi/Area 	 '37 Fl At 
Stan., (Cqufvalent)Y 27t, in- Z,0737 , 
Aspect Ratio 1.2-1 1.2-1 
Taper Ratio -622 17 1,_-
Chords 
Root 2z:iz, o. r 
TiP - i, 0-. ,-
MAC ;=. -. o.g.La An 
Fus. Sta,. of .25 MAC --
W.P. of .25 MAC 	 -- -o
 
B.L. of .25 MAC 	 ....
 
22 
MODEL COMPONENT: g p er- w r V rtca I'____ 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: . 
DRAWING NUMBER: 	 UT-271 PEW/ 






Planform 	 39- fl.t o-461 5 
Wetted (UPPE R- LOWE. .FLCe5) z3&0 .t .9 S. n-
Span (equivalent) 250 fi . 7(3, , 
Aspect Ratio . 1 _ ,/_10 
Rate of Taper 	 --

Taper Ratio 	 -_ _____0. 
Diehedral Angle, degrees 	 -- --

Incidence Angle, degrees -
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees -­
Toe-In Angle o o 
oCant Angle. (i.olI Ot.- -Prom Ver-cij . .	 2 0 




__ __ __ 
Trailing Edge -- -­0.25 Element Line 
_ " --
Chords: 
Root (Wing Sta. 0.0) zoo -n o, -





Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 	 .-- _ -
W.P. of .25 MAC
 
B.L. of .25 MAC 	 ---
Airfoil 	Section 
Root ooo9-6_ ooo-? b q 





Span, (equivalent) z L.71 1 ,
 
Aspect Ratio 1..0 ,,,)
 
Taper Ratio S Cs8
1 
Chords 
Root 300 A ._ , __ 
Tip - _ .. -
MAC .... A'1 O. 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC --
W.P. of .25 MAC 	 -
B.L. of .25 MAC .	 ..... 
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MODEL COMPONENT: - Ca nr-
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 
DRAWING NUMBER: .WT- 2-71 R1Ve3 




Wetted (IncLu.n 3 Pairnr,) Span (equivalent) (- rEo.) 
Aspect Ratio 
Rate of Taper 
Taper Ratio .0 
Diehedral Angle, degrees
Incidence, Angl&,- degrees 
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees 
Toe-In Angle 
Cant Angle 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 
Trailing Edge 
0.25 Element Line 
























Root (Wing Sta. 0.0) 
Tip, (equivalent) --
MAC 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 
W.P. of .25 MAC" 





























Fus. Sta. of .25 
W.P. of .25 MAC 














MODEL COMPONENT: BODY-O b e 
GENERAL DESCRIPT;ON:
 
DRAWING NUMBER: 8 qq E0,61 0(05 
DIMENSIONS : FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
 
Length Ib2.7 _ .___ 4--
Max. Width 27 -0- C, q2L , 
Max. Depth 30.2 4+ ,.5 t, 





Planform qhz 4 t, 1P.SO 
Wetted I'iIjgO 4 ,5 7 -
Base 922 V 0,.. &I. 
25
 
MODEL COMPONENT: - Wrin--
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 
DRAWING NUMBER: gq F a 5vots1 






Planform (-rHao 020pI _ r _,___-
Wetted 2 0 f4? - ?, .Xq -
Span (equivalent) (Tilo.) 115-- 3.3 t, 
Aspect Ratio 2,1 _ , _ 
Rate of'Taper -- --
Taper Ratio . O . 
Diehedral Angle, degrees i
__o _o
 






Sweep Back Angles, degrees
 
°Leading Edge _ _ _ _ 
Trailing Edge --­
0.25 Element Line _ -
Chords: 
Root (Wing Sta. 0.0) g fs 2,2q3#4- '" 
Tip, (equivalent) i .7 .--0.571 ,n 
MAC 6.r I,2f4-f+ Ii 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC' _ -
W.P. of .25 MAC ' -




Root yji7t 0_07-Lo-S OSLE 0007-& OGLt-
Tip ooiz.q--43 06TC 0z.- -63 OCCE 
EXPOSED DATA
 
0Area #VS,0 hqJ_ . 
Span, (equivalent) -- -





MAC _ _ -., 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC - --
W.P. of .2 MAC -- -B.L. of .25 MAC -­
26 























Span (equivalent) (rPuE) 
Aspect Ratio 
Rate of Taper 

Taper Ratio 
Diehedral Angle, degrees 

Incidence Angle, degrees 























Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 

W.P. of .25 MAC 

























Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 

W.P. of .25 MAC 




F4a 1. 7 ­
,3Op "Ctz T, 57z2­
s .q j-1 1. _12 . 
1.7 -1. 
-_ -­
o, = o. '_ 
_ ­
35 _ _ o 
_ ­
_ -­
27.Y-f+- o£%--7 -7Z 
/1.2 -r+ o. ,
 
20. t-l-. w wi 
.. L-6L 001Z -COY 
po1t-t6 96o. - 6 










,MODEL COMPONENT: BODY- Orbt-fer Drop Ta0 ihs 
GENERAL DESCRIPTfON: 
DRAWING NUMBER: qI Egg5os 6"c 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length /03,5"-i- .. __, ___ 
Max. Width 29-i ___oo__-
Max'. Depth 258 J. 73 6­
... F-ineness-Ratio--- _ __ _---
Area 
Max. Cross-Sectional " 36S -*(- _6___L/_ 
Planform , ,__ _--
Wetted /pO - 7. I)1 























angle of attack, angle between the projection
 
of the wind L,-axis on the body X, Z-plane and 
the body X-axis; degrees 
sideslip angle, angle between the wind Xw-axis
 
and the projection of this axis on the body 
X-Z-plane; degrees 
yaw angle, angle of rotation about the body
 
Z-axis, positive when the positive X-axis is 
rotated toward the positive Y-axis; degrees 
roll angle, angle of rotation about the body
 
X-axis, positive when the positive Y-axis is 
rotated toward the positive Z-axis; degrees 
air density; K8/m 3 , slugs/ft 3 
speed of sound; m/see, ft/sec 
bpeed of vehicle relative to surrounding 
atmosphere; m/sec, ft/sec 
dynamic pressure; l/2PV, psi, paf 
Mach number; V/s 
















wdng are,; m2) ft2 
referencearea; m2 , ft2 
c wVng mean aerodnamic 
chord; m, ft, in (see 
chord or retbrence 
jref or iR±EF 
4- reference length; m, ft, in.; (seei) 
bref 
Ab 
B wing span or reference span. 
base area; m2 , ft2) in2 
-m f-t45 in 
c. g. center of gravity 
MEP MRP abbreviation for moment refehnce 'oint 
104RP .abbreviation 
on X-axis 
for moment reference 4Ioint 
,MRP -abbreviation for moment refereh'ce point 
on Y-axis 





Aria System General 
SMBOL DEFINITION 
F force; F, lbs 
M moment; M, in-lb 
Subscript' Definition 
N normal force 
A axial force 
L lift force 
D drag force 
Y force or moment about the Y axis 
Z moment about the Z axis 
X moment about the X axis 
s stability axis system 
v wind axis system 
ref reference conditions 
free stream conditions 
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horizontal toil incidence; positive when
 
trailing edge down; degrees
 















- right aileron)/2 
trailing edge down 
traiing- edge down 
trailing edge down
 
trailing edge down 
trailing edge to the left 
trailing edge down
 




antisymmetrical surface deflection angle, degrees;
 

























trailing edge down 
trailing edge down 
trailing edge down 






A tabulated data listing, consisting of all aero data sets, both original
 
and those created in arriving at the plotted material to be presented subse­
quently is available as an addendum to this retort. The tabular listing is
 
hiade up in two sectibns:
 
(a) 	 a brief summary list of all data sets containing the identifier,
 
the descriptor, and the resident depeident variables;
 
(b) 	 a -full iAst of all data sets containing il resident or
 
selected aerodynamic coefficients of the data sets as well as
 
UIe above mehtioned information,
 
The listing is currently sent on limited distribution to the followihg organ­
izations:
 
NASA AMES Mbb V. Stevens
 
NASA MSFG -Mr. J Weaver
 
If copies of this listing are desired, please contact the above or the cog­






Chrysler Corporation Space Division
 






















n. CK , AL HA , DEG 
__AGLEFATTEE
 
-1E .0 22 
4 
_ a 0 
DATA SET SYHeOL CONFIGURATI O DESCRITIO 
:A 
4 3 0 1 1 





REFERENCE INFORMA TION 
SREF 4 678o $a ,in. 
LRIF 6 ,.627 IN: 
6.027$ IN 
XHRP UODDo IN. 
YMRF a OUGO IN 
SCALE 0.0026 
PAGE 1 
LONGITUDINAL AND 'LATERAL STABILITY-DAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGMATIbN
 










Z0 2 -10___ -8 6 4 -0B 2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK-. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATZON 
(A430il; MSHFC 501 MCAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION Ll SR f 4.6786 SQ.INI 
(.4 30 91 NSFC 501 MCAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION LZ LREF 6 027: IN. 






RF ao.0000 IN. 
RP u .5$00 IN: 
HA H 4.797 ALE 0 .ca 
PAGE 2 





















SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTICN 
MSFC 501 NOAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION 
MSFC 501 HOAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION MSFC ,0OL DAC'PARALLEL BURN BOOSTER 






LREF 6:.278 IN: 
DREF 6.0278 IN 
XHRF 0 0000 IN* 
Y'RP 0 :ODDO IN: 
ZMRP 0.5300 IN. 0.002 
PAGE­ 3 
LONGITUDIN AND LATERAL STABILITY-MDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGUR44ON 
* .4 
___ _ 
F D. 60.04____ 
. 
____ 












__ __ _. 0028 
PAEC 
o.__P AGE0.0 __IN 

















- ZI -ID - -- G -4 --2 a 4 6 a I 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
LX SR5F 4 S so IN. 
(A43VES) MSFC ,D0 DAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION L2 LREF 6,02788 IN: IA4 001) H MDAC PARALLEL DUNN ROOSTER BREF G.027 IN 
:A43011 msrs MODAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIU ATION
H oF 

SFC 601 0 
XHRP 0..000 IN. 
Y0RP .4... IN 
-
















S 0.0 ____ ________ ___ 
CL 
z -4~ -V___ 0__ 2 4 6 la 1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTICN RiFERENCE INFORMATION
 
I A43011) C) HSFC 501 HDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION Ll 5RE 4.6706 SG.IN.
 
(A4 3021) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS LREF 6.0278 IN.
 
CA43001) MSHFC 501 MDAC PARALLEL BURN BOOSTER DREF 6.0BY& in
 
XMRF , ...D IN.
 
yMRP .. o.D IN,
ZNRP 0.5300 0.4 
SCALE 0.0028 
- ACH .'202 
PAGE 6
 






















-*12 -10 a 6 - 4 - 0 2 46 a III lz 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORHATION 
1A43011) M SFC 501 NDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATZON LI SREF 4.6786 SQ.IN. 
(A4AOI MOFPC 501 NDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION L2 LREF 6:0278 IN. 
(A4301) M NDAC PARALLEL BURN BOOSTER BREF 6,0278 INNOFC 501 



























0 . 2 -- -,4 -2 0 4 6 a 1a 12 
ANGLE OF ATTAC , ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONIGURATION DESCRITON REH7RENCE INFORMATION 
, A430111 MSFC 501 MPAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION Ll $REP 4.6786 $ ,ZH. 
I A.5,21), 2 FC 501 MPAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION LZ LREr 6.02's IN. 
(A43,DI1) 0 MSFC $01-MDAC PARALLEL BURN BOOSTER a BREF 6.0278 IN 








- ACH 4.00 
PAGE 8 






- 0.4 2 a -6 -4_a_2_4_ 
A.oC SFC_ 501_ PARALLE BURN_ _____CON__ SUAV N L2LEF G_ N 


























____ ____ ____ __ __ 
12-
 4 - 2 2 

_ a III 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION REeERENCE IMFORMATrON
 
A4 1l) M SFC :01 MDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIOURATION Ll SREF 4:6T86 SO IN.
 (4.0.11 R C S0 l HDAA PARALLEL URN CONFIOURATION LZ LREF 6 02 7 IN:
Ul




ZMRP 0 .'300 IN.
 
M A C H , 9$ C A L E0 . o o
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LONGITUDINAL AND LATERAL STABILITY-MDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION
 
1.4 1 1 1 --­










- 21- 1 a 6 -4__4__a_1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(A4B11) SFC 901 NOAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION Lt SREF 4.6786 SO.ZN. 
(A4O21) . ESFC 501 NOAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION L2 LREF 6.0278 IN. 
(A43ODI) N SFC 501 NOAC PARALLEL BURN BOOSTER B BREF 6.D278 INXNRP 0.0000 ZN. 
























*-0°4 a 6_-_2__4 
-1 .0 
______ 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTLON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(A43011)'1 FC 501 MDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION LI SRSF 4.6786 SQ.If. 
CA43021) NSFC 501 MDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION L2 LREF 6.0278 IN. 
(A430011 Q MSFC 501 IDAC PARALLEL BURN BOOSTER a BREF 6.0278 IN 
XHRP O.00u ZN. 
YNRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZHRP 0.5300 IN. 














ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 





M$ C 501 
 DAC FARALLEL BURN0C.FGURATION
M P N CON IGURA  lSE
L2F  4676 sIN 
F C 
(A43,101 HS 501 MDAC PARALLEL BURN BOOSTER S LREF 6 0278 IN: 






 SCALE a . 026 
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________ 














1. ______ -0 4 - 2 a 0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION 
tA4301); MSFC 501 MDAC FARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION Li SREF 4.6786 50.IN. 
(A43021) L MsrC 501 :DAC PARALLEL BURN CONFICURATION L2 LREF 6 Vale IN.3
 BREF 6.0Dar IN
CA4 OOI) 0 MSFC 501 HDAC PARALLEL BURN BOOSTER B 
XMRP 0.00o0 IN. 
























-fl -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 2 a a 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET 
.CA43011) 
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
NSFC 501 NOAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION LI REFERENCE INFORMATION SREF 4.6786 50.1n. 
^ (A43021) 
(A4300 1 ) 







































1.0-6 4 0 2 4 6 8 10 12
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION 
A43011) Q MSFC 501 NDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIqURATION LI REF 4.6?S6 SQ.IN.CA43021 I MSFC 501 HAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION L24 3 0
 LREF 6.0278 IN.
(A 03 M aFC bO± HAC PARALLEL BURN BOOSTER B BREF 6.027e IN 
XMRF a.D0o0 IN. 
YMRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRF 0.5300 IN. 
MACH 2.990 SCALE 0.b02$ 
PAGE 16 












- *1.1 - -­ 4 D46 
-1.0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 






0 ISFC 501 
MO PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION 
VHAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION 













YNRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRF 0.5300 IN. 
:0AL000.002 
MACH 4.000 SCALE a.0028 
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-±2 -i0 -a -6 4 -2 0 2 4 6 i n0 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(A4301 )QIMNSFC 501 MDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION LI SREF 4.6786 SQ.IN. 
LA43021} 
(A43001) 








YMRP 0.0000 IN. 





















0 . a- - ' "- - - "­
___..30 ______--_ _ __ __L[ 
< .25 
.00 12 
-1 -0 $ O4 4 toz 8 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL C ONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION 
A43O1I± Q HSFC 501 MDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION LI SREF - 4.GY$G 504N. 6.0278 IN.
 
MDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATrON LZ 
tA430fl± MSFC 501 MDAC PARALLEL BURN BOOSTER a SRE 6.027. IN 
XNRP DD0D0 IN. 









LONGITUDINAL AND LATERAL STABILITY-MDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION
 
*55 











.25 l a 0 a -- _4_aa4_aI 
.00 a 0000 '" 
. 00 . IN. 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
OATA SET SyNSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION - REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(A43OII) £3 NIFE 501 NOAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION LI SREE 4.OTG sG.4N. 
(A4302t") L NSFC 50± NDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION £2 LREF e02oZ7 IN. 
£A43001) NStC 501 I4CAC PARALLEL BURN BOOSTER B OREF 6.027$ IN 
VNRP 0.00O0 IN. 
ZNRP 0.5300 IN, 
S ALE v *.OBI MACH 0.97 
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LONGITUDINAL AND LATERAL STABILITY-MDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION
 









- 2 -10 -a - 4_6" - 2 a 2 4 6 8 _ 0_ _ " 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIONV REFERENCE INFORMATION 
S R F 4 6 7 8 6 S . N 
'AA33 21) ' HFC 50 MDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION LZ LREF 6.UZ70 IN. 

















___ __ __ 























DATA SET SYMBOL 
0
 (A43 11) 1 




-10 - - -a -4 0 2 4 

ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CONFZGURATION DESCRIPTION 
NSFC 501 HDAC PARALLEL BURN CON IGURATION LI 
mSFc So NOAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION L2 




6 in 12 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SREF 4.67.6 so.IN. 
LREF 6.0278 IN. 
BREF 6.0278 IN 
XNRP 0.0a00 ZN. 
YMRP 0.0000 IN. 


















.022 -20 a 6 - 4 21 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION 
A43SII MSH 
F C 
501 HDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION (A43021J MSFC 501 MDAC PARALLEL BURN COMFI9URATION 






SREF 4.6786 SQ.IN, 
LREF 6.0278 IN. 
DREF 6.DZ78 IN 
XHRP Q.OODU IN. 
yMRp DO~ IN. 
ZMRP 0.530 I ,. 
SCALE 030 .o 
PAGE 23 
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LONGITUDINAL AND LATERAL STABILITY-MDAC PARALLEL BURN CNFIGURATION
 

































.Oa v -10 a G 4 - 0 2 4 6 a la 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 









NOAC PARALLEL BURN CONPOURATIONAA ARLE UR ONFIGN I 
AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 





































-2a -in a 6 -4 -­2 D 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
6 la 12 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
A4301 1) MSFC 501 NVAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION (A430213 MSFC 501 HDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION 





S5F 4 678: SOIN , 
LREF 6:0278 IN. 














LONGITUDINAL AND LATERAL STABILITY-MDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION
 








-I -6_ 4__ -a0 ____ 46 	 1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SRtF 4.6766 S0.1n. 
A43V2i) MSFC 591 MDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION L2 LREF 6.0270 IN.A4301. M[SFC 501 HDAC PARALLEL 
BURN CONFIGURATION LI 
F C 

IA430011 M S 5DI HDA C FARALLEL BURN BOOSTER BBREF 	 6.0278 IN 
u O UG0 IN ,XHRP
YMRP O.O0000 IN:

















































-0 -10 -o 
 -6 -04 
 - 2 
 4 6 80
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION
2A430jI)NSFC 501 HDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION LI(A4302I HSFC 501 SREF 4.6786 SQ.IN.NDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION LZ
IA43001) Q MSFC 501 HDAC PARALLEL BURN BOOSTER LREF 6.0278 IN.B BREF 660278 IN 
XNRF 0.0000 IN. 
YNRP 0.O 0D IN. 
ZHRF 0.5300 IN. 





















- 5 - 4 -3 - 2 1-- 0 1 2 a 4 5 6 1 8 9 to I 




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION VESCRXIFTION REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(B43012'} 
.B30ED 
2 MSFC 501 
MSFC 501 
MDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION 









(B43,02) M SFC 501 MOAC PARALLEL BURN BOOSTER a BRtF 6.0278 IN 
XMRF a, 000 IN. 
YMRP
ZMRP 
O:, oO0-..530 IN:N. 
2a 








SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCfFIGURATION DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(104102) MSF 501 NDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION LI SREF 4.6786 $G.IN. 
(V43O2) I MSFC 501 NDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFlGURATION L2 LREF 6.D270 IN. 








 MACH 0.199 

PAGE 29 







- -3 - - 1°t z 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
"IDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ' REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 4 6766 SGIN.
 
B430RZ) MSFC 501 HDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION L2 LREF t:0278 IN:
 
(843002) M SFC 501 MOAC PARALLEL BURN BOOSTER a BREF 6.027a IN
 
(4301 2)1 SFC SDI MDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION Ll 
YMRP 
 0 00,a 
 IN:
 












1* -1 - 3 - 2 -1 a 1 2 a 4 5 6 7 8 9 to 11 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 




MSFC 01 MDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION 
.. C 50. N.AC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION 






SREF 4 6786 so IN. 
LREF : 0278 IN: 
SREr :.1278 IN 
XMRP 0.0ouO IN. 
YHRP 0 BDD0 I1. 
"HRP 0:5300 In: 
. 0028Z 
PAGE 31 





















-o' 4 3 2 I.- 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA "SETS MOOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

164301Z) REFERENC INFORMATION
2 MSFC 501 MVAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION LI E 
2 ) MBSFC 501 SREF 4.6786 IGN.F MDAC PARALLEL BURW CONFIGUR TIO N LZ<> L 502 MDAC PARALLEL BURN BOOSTER LREF 6.0278 to:B430Z) HS
 
.s BREF 6 0218 IN
 


















. -. 2 
-LJ 
.5 -4 -3 -1 0 ± 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ii 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 





MSFC 501 NOAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 




SREF 4.6786 SO.IN. 
LREF 6.0278 IN. 
OREF 6.0218 IN 
XHRF a.0000 IN. 
YRF .0000 IN. 
ZHRF 0.5300 IN. 
MACH 1.199 SCALE 0.0028 
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--9 -4 a - 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 0 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIO REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(43U Z; 2 HSFC 501 MDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION Ll SREF 4.6786 SGIIN, (4 a 2 . 4FC 501 MOAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION LZ LREF 6.0278 IN. 









 SCALE 0. 002 , 
PAGE 34 









"' 5 .4 -3 -2 -1 a 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 IS 11 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL 
1 943012) Q




HSFC 501 MDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION 
FC 501 MDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION 





SREF 46706 SG.IN, 
LREF 6.0279 IN. 
BREF . OR'S IN 
XMRF .O.DuOG IN. 
YMRp .0000 IN: 
ZfRP 0 ,53DO IN. 
SCALE 0.0028 
PAGE 35 










- 4 3 "_ 1 a a 4 5 6 7 a 9 IS 1 
•SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 4 6766 SQ.IN.
PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION Ll 

(4302Z) L HSFC 501 HDAC PAPALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION L2 LREF 6.0078 IN*
 





























SIDE SLI ANGEBEA. EGEE
 





M SFC 501 No C PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION 
MsrC 501 HDA C PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION 





SREF 4.6766 SQN. 
LREF 6.0Z78 I IN. 
BREF 6.0276 IN 








LONGITUDINAL AND LATERAL STABILITY-MDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION
 
-
















- -4 -Z - z .5 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 la 11 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET S-40OL CCNFIGURATXC DESCRIPTION REFERENCE If0FORHATIOND4312 L PC SDI HDA PARALEL URN COIFIIURATION LI REFF 4.6T86 SQ.I . 
(B45022) SFC 501 IDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION L2 LREF 6.0270 IN.
 





















SIDE SLIP,-ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION 
B4301a) G) HSFC 501 HDAC PARALLEL :URN CONFIGURATION L1 SREF 4.6786 30,1N. 
0B43VZ9) Zy FC 501 HDAC FARAL4EL BURN CONFIGURATION L2 LRCF 6.0276 IN. 
15...o 91 0 SFC 601 HUAC PARALLEL BURN BOOSTER aREF 6oDZ7S IN 
XMRF 0.0D00 IN. 
yHRP a., .0 IN. 
MACH 0.999 SCALE 0.0028 
PAGE- ­ 39 











SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION '-REFER NCZ INFORMATION 
M931ZSFC 501 HBAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION Ll SREF 4.6766 SQ.rN. 
".30a ; Z H rC 501 MDAC PARALLEL DORN CONFIGURATION LZ LAEF 60al IN.
 (43DOZ) M SFC so1 HOAC PARALLEL BURN BOOSTER 0 DREF 6.0278 in 
XMRP ',O.... .. 
IMRF .2Doan IN: 
ZNRP a 530V IN. 














-­ . .. 3 1 0 1 z 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 1 11 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
BATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION VESCRIPION 
B43.la) [: MSFC 501 HDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFI URATION 
('43029) MSFC 601 HDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION 






SREF 4.6786 SG.IN. 
LREF 660278 IN. 
'R r G..021 1. 
XMRP 
':...D IN,
yHRP O. .Do IN, 
ZMRP a,5300 IN.SCALE 0:002a 
SPAGE 41 

















z ----° -4--- -- -- -- _ 2-------------10 
CD
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(943012) Q NSFC 50) IDAC FARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION LI SREF 4.6786 SQ.IN. 
(4302) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 	 LPEF 6.02's IN.
 

















-4 -- 3 -- 2 -1 -- a I 	 4 5 6 -------
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET STHBO CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(B43012) J MSFC 501 MOAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION L1 SREF. 4.6786 S0.1m. 
(0430a) MSFC W1l MVAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION L2 LREF 6.0270 IN.3 0 0 2








HAC 2,9 SCALE U.O20
 
PAGE 43 


















:SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 






HSFC 501 HDAC PARALLEL BURNCCNFGURATLON 
HSFC 501 NDAC FARALfELI0URNCONFIGURATION 












XHRF a.0ova IN. 
YNRP .000 IN. 
Z$RP 0.5300 IN. 
sAnH' 4.000 ;AL- oze 
PAGE 44 











-i 5 -4 - 0 -Z -1 1 2 3 4 ," 5 6 7 a 9 10" 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE,,BETAo DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIGURATICW DESCRIPJI ON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
( 302) SFC 501 HUAC FARALlLEL BURN CONFIGURATION Ll RF 4676 SN 
(02 





HDAC PARALLEL OURRN JWIGURATJON 
































-.65 -4 -3 - 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION -REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CA43 D121 PSC 501 NVAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION L1 ZREF 4.6706 SQ.IN, 







yMRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZHRP 0.5300 IN: 
MACH D*GDO SCALE a ,'028 
PAGE 46
 



















- 5 - 4 - 3 - 2 - 1 0 1 2 a 4 5 6 " 7 a 9 10 11 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(A13VIZ) Q MSFC 501 HOAC PARALLEL alURN CONFIGURATION LI 
(A3023 MSFC 501 MDAC PARALLEL $URN CONFIGURATION LZ 
,A430OZ) 0 HSFC 501 NDAC PARALLEL $URN BOOSTER B 
MACH 0.799 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
5REF 4 6786 SQ.IN. 
LREF 6 0276 IN. 
"REF 6 . 276 I 
XMRF V.Do00 IN. 
yHRp 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRp 0.5300 IN. 
SCALE 0.0028 
PAGE 47 
LONGITUDINAL AND LATERAL STABILITY-MDACPARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION
 
















-. 5 -4 3 - - 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 11 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
CA TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIO DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(A'430S 1H;SFC 501 HDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION Ll SREF 4.6766 SQ.lu. 
IA43 , 2 HSFC 501 NO C PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION L2 LREF 6.U279 IN.F C 



































- - - - - - - - - - - -
-J$ 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATZO DESCRIPTION I REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(A4301 ) SFC 501 NDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION LI SREF 4.6786 lOIN. 
1A430Z2) , MSFC 501 IDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION LS LREF 6.02's IN. 































-. 5 4 - " 0 2 7 a 9 lb 11 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYMSO C iFJGURATICN DESCRIPTION -REFERENCE INFORMATION 











(A.1.0Z .. P SvF5 MDAC PARALLEL a URN BOOSTER 8 BREF . I. 
X4RP 0 uu0 IN. 
YHRP 
/HR P 




HAC IoD SCALE 0.0028 
PAGE 50
 
LONGITUDINAL AND LATERAL STABILITY-HDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION
 
(01 .04 _ _~­
u .04 









-,5 - 4 -3 - 2 -1I 0 1 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 1 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIFTION 
:A43DIZ; MSFC 501 HDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFICORATION (A43022) CATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 





SEEP 4.6786 SQ.IN, 
LREF 6.0278 iN. 
6.0278 IN 
XMRp . O0.00D N. 
Z(F 053D. IN: 
SCALE -. ,002 
PAGE 51 











-. 5 - 4 - 3 - 2 - 1 0 1 z 3 4 5 6 9 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICURATJO DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION 
{A3'D2 0 SFC 501 MDAC PARALLEL BURN CNF IGURA IION LI RF 4676 SN 
CA430} 2 SFC 501 MVAC FARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION L2 LREF 6:0276 IN:4 3 0 2
 































0 -. 0 
-. to
 
- 5 -4 -3 - 1 0 1 a 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 $ 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(A43012') 2 MSFC 501 NCAC FARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATLON Li SREF 4.6786 SQ.IN. 
tA43022) LA HSFC 501 HDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION LS LREF 6.0278 fN. 
IA4 0. DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS BREF 6.0278 IN 
XMRF 0.0000 IN. 
yHRE 0.0000 IN:. 
ZHRp 0.5300 IN. 






















-. 5 - 4 - 3 2 - 1 0 1 2 a 4 5 G 7 I D 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE- BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICURATION DESCRIPTION' REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CA302 
A43S 2J Z 
I 
MSFc 5so 
MSC50DAC pARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION 









(A30) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITrOKS5 BRCF G.027. IN 
Y, RP 0:0000 IN: 
ZMRF 0 5300 IN-
MACH 4.960 SAE Oo 
PAGE 54 
LONGITUDINAL AND LATERAL STABILITY-HDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION
 





















-'10.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 Z.5 3.0 6.5" 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
ATA SET 3Y.9 L_ C.1I.URATI f DESCRIPTION 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4 ] 1 J 
I(K I HSFC 50$ MDAC PARALLEL BURN CONIIURATION L SREF 4.6786 so IN.( .43010 MSFC S_ DAC PARALLEL 9URN CCWFI__Aiom L2 _ 	 LREF 6.02. 1_.: 
PAGj5
(".3001) M S C 501 HDAC PARALLEL BURN. BCSTER B 	 BREF 6.0278 IN 
XMRF 0.0avo 1". 
ZMRF 0.0000 IN. 
__G 	 SCALE 55
oLP.A - In____ 

















S-.02 " _ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ 
o -.104 ______ 
I- -. 08) D_ AALE UNBTRB RF 6.28 _ __5_ 
PA20
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 Z.5 3.0 3.5 4.U 4.5 5.0 5.5 0i.0 
MACH NUMBER 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION4 -REFERENCE INFORMATION 
GREF 4.6h06 SO.IN. 
'I4S02II LA NSFC 501 MDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION L2 LREF 6.02T8 IN.
 




YNRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRP 0.5300 INI. 
SCALE 0.01328 
ALPHA - .. 000 
:K(43011) (; MSFC 501 NOAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION LI 
PAGE 56 














U -. 1 
-.2 
.00L____0___ 
.0.5 1. 1.5 Z.0 225 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(K40M$ C 501 MOAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION LL 
sI HF' 501 MUAC PARALLEL BURN CONFISVRATION LZ 
K BvvO ) M SFC 501 MDAC PARALLEL BURN BOOSTER a 
ALPH A - 6.00SA 
3.0 3.5 
MACH NUMBER 
4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 
RSFERENC& INFORMATION 
SREF ,76S., 
LREF ...278 IN. 
BREF 6. 027 , I N 
XHRP C.OOua IN. 
IMRP O.DVOO IN. 
ZMRF 0.5300, IN. 
PAGE 57
 




















Z -. 02 
0 .I 
Lu 




-*.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 9.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5,0 1.5 6.0 
C) -. 14 MACH NUMBER 
DATA $CT S MBOL CONFIGURATI ONESCRIPTION 
(K Q 01 M SFC 01 MDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION Ll 
,REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ZlEF 4. G Sa. I.Z 
.K43D91,143001) 110 SFC 501501 MDAC' SURN CONFIGURATIONMDAC PARALLELPARALLEL SUR. BOSTER LZB _ _FC LREFSREF 6.02796.0278 IN.IN 
XHRP a 0000 IN, 
ZHR P a.5Do IN. 
ALPHA - 4.000 
PAGE Is 

















'".o IX0 '1.' '2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.00.5 '2.5 3.5 4.5 5.5 
MACH NUMBER
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COFIOURATI ONESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IK430 11 M SFC 501 HDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION &I SREF 4.67$6 801IN. 
(K4 O..), 2 B', DC pAkALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION LE LREF 6.0278 IN.SF .
 
CK43001) 0 HSFC 501. MDAC PA RALLEL BURN BOOSTER a SAEF 6.0218 IN
 
XMRP a, 0000 IN,

-. R0 0:000. IN: 

















Z -. D2 
-. 14 
-2 
- .0 0.5 1.0 1.5 Z.0 Z.5 3.D '.5 4.0 4.5 5 . 5.5 6.0 
MACH NUMeER
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION 
K 3031 MSFC 501 MDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION L1 SREF 4.6786 SQ.IN. 
K430213 HSFC 501 HDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION L2 LREF S.02TS IN. 
(K430011 M SFC 501 HDAC PARALLEL BURN SOOSTER 8 "MEF 6.02TS IN 
XMRP aDOUG in. 
ZMRF 0 , 0 , IN. 
ALPHA - 1.000 SCLE___0_ 
PAGE 60 

























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATI DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATIONl 
IK43- .) Q MSFC 501 MDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATIONl LL SREF 4.6786 SQ°ZN, 
CK430ZZ) Li SFC 501 MDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION LZ LREF 6.0278 IN.

"K43001) <> HSFC 501 MCAC PARALLEL BURN BOOSTER a 









































-a. .5 1.0 1.5 Z.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
DATA CET S HBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
K43011 s SFC 501 MDAC PARALLEL CONFIOURATION 6o0276 in:
Xi3azi MSFC 5 01 MCAC PARALLEL BURN M OURATr I-1LZ _EF 	 SriF 4 67S6 SQ IN.
 


























__IN._ _(K4 -DI A MF 0 DCPRLELBR OFGRTO ZLE.027 
zAHNME
 
o -. 10 _,___ _____ 
__5_1_ ZM-.R0P 
3:P D.30 n
AS E CE) ___ _____ A E . 2 
-0e ____ _ PA E _ _6 .
-42 ___ __ ____ ___PAGE_ _ 





















I-) -.. 00______; 14 
-. 0­
-'0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5,5 6.0 
MACH NUMBER 
DATA SET SYMBOL COFIGURATION DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION 
301 Q M SFC 501 MCAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION L1 SREC 4.6786 SQ. IN. 
(K43024 
CA4300I) 
Ll MsFC 501 
M SFC 501 
MDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION 













ZMRP 0.5300 LN. 
ALPHA 4.000 SCALE 0.0028 
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_ _ _ZJ .0'.2_ 
-j S-.Do" 
o --. t____ 
ULd
 
0. ' D.5 1.0 . 1.5 '2.0 . 5 3.0 ' .5 4.0 4.5 5.0 f.5 60 
MACH NUMBER
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCWFIOURATION CESCRIFTICN REFERENCE INFORPATION 
1.4.... Q H3FC 501 -DAC PARALLEL DUNN CCWFIOURATION Ll SREF .. 6T.. &GoIN 
IA301)MSFC 501 VA¢PARALLEL . URN CONFIGURATION LZ LREF 6.0278 IN. 19301 MSFC 501 HDAC PARALLEL BURN BOOSTER a BREF 6.0278, IN 
NHRP 0.0... IN. 
YMRF 0.0000 IN. 
0 $300 in.
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0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4. 5 0 3.5 6.0 
MACH NUMBER 




NSFC 501 NDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION 




sREF 4.6786 S.ZN. 
LREF 6.0278 IN. 
K(4300l NSFC 501 HAC PARALLEL BURN BOOSTER S BREF 6.UZ0s IN 
XNRP 00o00 IN. 
YMRP ('.000 IN. 
ZNRP 0.5300 IN. 
ALPHA 8.000 SCALE (.0028 
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S -. 0- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
-2Li- .0 ___ 
L',
 









DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(43011 2 SFC 503 MDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION Ll SEEP 46786 SGIN, (K43021) MSFC 505 MDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION LZ LREF" s:ZT81N., 






















0 0.5 I.B 1.5. 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.S 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 
MACH NUMBER 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION D :$CRIPTICN REFERENCE INFORMATION 
( K 310K43Z 2 M SIC 5 0 F 1 M DAC A ALLE L BUR NP R N CONFIG URA TIONTION LL I R r=REF02_.79 6 7 B S . IN. 
N 
K43pV) 0 MSFC 501 HOAC PARALLEL BURN BOOSTER 5 SREF 6o0278 IN 
XMRF 0.0000 IN. 
YMRP 0.O0 H 
ZMRF a0.0 00ou .o 
ILH 000SCALE 
0 ." 28 
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L, -. 04 
-. 00 
-.10° 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0' 2.5 3.0 '3.5' 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION V SCRIPTION' 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 4.6786 SQ. IN.
K4301 I) V SC 501 DAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION Ll 

X13502") MSFC 501 MDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION L2 	 LREF 6.0270 IN. 
...... ) MSFC 502 MDAC PARALLEL BURN 6OOSTER a 	 BREF a..Zle X.
 




ZHRP 0 .5300 IN:* 
ALPHA G.000 	 SCALE .. 0226
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LI. -. 04 	 ___ 
(-3 	 _ _ _ _ 
X: 






0.n 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTI N REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(K430:) NSFC 501 NDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION LI SREF 4.6786 SQ.itJ. 
(45021) LI MSFC 501 MDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION L2 LREF 6.0270 IN. 






ZHRP 0.5"00 IN. 
SCALE 0.00E8ALPHA - 8.000 
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-. 005 4. 0 0 5.5 6.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
DATA SET $ymoL CONF.-URATION DESCRIPTION 
I K43011; M al1 PARALLEL CONFIGURATIONHFC MDAC BURN LI REFERENCE INFORMATIO NIK3D1 .'C :.I HDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION LZ 






LREF " 6. 0278 in.
 
Z0R0
ALXA - 4.00P 5.5300IN.
SCALE " . IN28 
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.00 O.S 1.0 1.5 Z.0 3.0 .5 4.0 4.5 S.. _. 5.5 
MACH NUMBER 
DATA SET S.YMBOL 
(K43U11t 
CON FIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
MSHC 501 MOAC PARALLEL. BURN CONFIGURATION LI 
REFERENCE INFORMAT'ION 
SREF 4.6786 SG.IN. 
MR3021) 
XK43.01) 
L .;SC 50I 
M SFC 501 
MDA¢ PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION 













L.5 OU IN.IN. 
ALPHA4 - 2.000 SAE 0.02 
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NDAC FARALLEL OURN CwFfURATION 
.AtC FARALLEL OURN CNFICVRATION 
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.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 BID 2.5 3.0 '3o5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIbN DESCRIPTION 'REFERENCE INFORMATION 
K30 11; MSF¢ 501 HDAC PARALLEL BURN CCNFIGURATION LI iREF 4.6?86 SQ.IN* 
'43 , zi MSFC 501 M AC PARALLEL SURN CONFIGURATION LZ LPEF 6.ua7a IN.n
 




YM RF 0.0000 IN. 
















0.5 1.0 1.5 -Z.v Z.5 3.0 3.5, 4.0 "4.5 5.0 3.5- 6.5 
MACH NUMBER
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTIO REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(K43011; MSrC 501 MVC PARALLEL $URN CCVFIGURATION LI 5REF 4 6. I.Z 
IK4SUZI } M SFC 501 MOAC PARALLEL OURN C FIGURATION LZ LREF 6.0627TS S1.0,4 0 J(K 30 1) MSFCS01 MDAC PARALLEL SURN BOOSTER 8 BREF 6.0zis IN 
•XMRPF OV IN. .





























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REF 46786 so IN.MDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION Ll
K43U 1') MSFC 501 

K43 Z13 MSFC 501 MGAWC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION L2 NREF 6:0276 IN: 
K430D01 3 MSFC 501 MDAC PARALLEL BURN BOOSTER B BREF ] 6.0278 IN 
X-RF .0,ou IN.
 
YMRP OU00O IN. 
ZHRPSCA L 0.53000 _._ IN:ALPHA -.040 
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0. .5 1.0 1.$" 2.0 2.s 3.0 3,5" 
MACH NUMBER' 
4.0 4.5 '5.0 1.3 6.0 
DATA SET SYMBOL 
, K 





HSFC 501 MOAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION 
MSFC 501 MDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION 





SREF 4.6786 SQ.IN. 
LREF 6.0?78 IN. 





























.1 .0 05 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.O 3.5 4.0' 4. 5 5.0 5.5 6.0 
MACH NUMBER 
DATA SCT SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(K43011)
K43021) 
2 SFC 501 
MSFC 501 
MBAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION 









"K43001) 0 MSFC 501 MDAC PARALLEL BURN BOOSTER B DREF 6,0?78 IN 
XHRP 0 :0000 IN: 
- P2SCALE ZNRP 0.53ouU.0026 IN. 
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0. .5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.s "3.0 3.5 
MACH NUMBER 
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATI ONESCRI~FION 
K430II) f: MSFC 501 DAC PARALLEL BURN C FIGURATIOM L1 
K 
  
azz) MSFC 501 MOAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION LZ
-43001) MNSFC 5171 MDAC PARALLEL BURN BOOSTER B 
ALPHA O.UOut 
4.0 4.5 50 5.5 6.0 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF .4.6786 SG.IN. 
LREF 6.3270 IN.SREF .027_ 1. 
XHR. 00.000 IN. 
YMRF 0 0000 IN, 
ZNRF 0,53 0 IN: 
SCALE a0 , AB 
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0.0° 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.D 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 
MACH NUMBER 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFZOURATION DESCRIPTION REFERCNCE INFORMATION 
( 4D11 SPC 501 MOAC PARALLEL OURN CONFIGURATION Lf SREF .76 S*H 
D)
-.43002 SH$ F C SUIC5501 DAC PARALLEL DUNN coNrIOURATIONDAC PARALLEL BURN BOOSTER LZBREF LRCF 6602796.0218 IN.IN 






Z.. P 0,.5300 IN., 
ALPA 0.00SCALE 0 ., 0a 
PAGE 80 
LONGITUDINAL AND LATERAL-STABILITY-HDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURAT-ION . 















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION 
430 1 1 ; M SH FC 01I MDA C PA RA LLE L ONFIG URATION 1R F4 . 7 6 S . N
 (L43Z) MSC50 L2 LREF 6.0278
DAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION 
 N~.
 
I L43001) 0 MFC 501 MDAC PARALLEL OURN BOOST" a DREF 6.0278 IN 
XmRp V.OD..0 'N. 
YMRF D 0000 in* 
ZMRP. 0.53D0 IN: 
6" G 8 
_ _ 






















--- .0 ' 0.5' ' 1.0' ' ' 1. ' 2.0 2.5 Z.0 "3.5" 4. 4.5 5.Q . 6.05 0 
MACH NUMBER
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION 
L43011) Q MSFC 501 MVAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION Ll SREF 4 .6786 SG IN. 
(L43021; IL MFC SDI MIIAC PARMALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION LZ LREF 6.DZ78 IN: 
ILA3001] SFC PARALLEL BOOSTER501 HDAC BURN B REF 6.0278 IN 



















C 401 .55C 501___ PARALL U_ ONIGRTIN Z__ _______ N 
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S E 0P 83 
REEEC NOHTO 
S{ 4686 "Q. 
IL-
F-



























0.0 '0.5 1.0 " 1.5 "" 2.0 2.5 " 3.0" "'.5 ' 4.0 4.t ' 5.0 '' 5. 5 6.0 
MACH NUMBER 
DATA SET 3THSOL CONFIGURAT10+ DESCRIPTION h ERENCE INFORMATION 
1-4301 (L43021) 
L43001) 
n MSFC :01 
HSF 51 
M SFC 501 
HDAC PARALLEL BURN CCIFIGURATION 
MDAC PARALLEL BURN C FIGURATION 













XHRP 0:0000 IN, 
ZHR- U.550 IN, 
SCALE .0G2 . 
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W 	 -,65 F 0 . 
-. 50 5 ____. 2, ______ 3. 4°0 4. $_ ,5_° (n
 
PAG -8(3 	 ."65ACNUMBE 
-C 	
-. 7 
T L ~,UAIN 'C~TO {E IC NOHTO 
F- 31) HF D DCPRb ON OFG TO !SE ,76 S. 
-'C -a' 0 DA AL UNC IUAIO ZLEF 60 N 
LA- ) HF 1 HDCFRbE UN OS RF 60r8 
o 50. .0 1. '03 20 2 .' 	 45 y54. . .5 N.0MACH NUMBERIN 































 1.0 2.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 '3,5 4.0 45 5J . . 
MACH NUMBER -

DATA SET SYMBOL ¢ONFIGURATI DESCRIPTION, REFERENCe INFORMATION ("13012) MSFC 501 
 HDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION 

M43O2Z) HSFC 501 MAt 
Ll RF .76 S.N
PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION L2 
 CftSREF .80278 IN.
 
,H43002} MSHFC 501 MDAf PARALLEL BURN BOOSTER 







ZMRp a .5300 IN. 

















-. 0 0. .0 1__. 95 5. .5 40 .	 50 5. 
MACH NUMBER
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(M43012) MSFC 501 HDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION LI SREF 4.6766 SQ.IN.
 
(M4302z) MSFC 501 MDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFfGURATION LZ LREF 6.0270 IN.
 M.430.2) M SFC 501 MDAC PARALLEL BURN BOOSTER 8 	 BREF 6.0278 IN 
X.RF 0..00 1 'N. 
yHRp 0 BDD I N 
ZM RP 0.Saco0










































0.0l 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.3 3.0 3.5 4.C 4.' ,5.0 5.5 6.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
DATA SET SYHBOL CON FIGURATION VESCRIPTICW REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(M43012 ) SCP' 501 NVAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION LI SREF 4,.6786 SQIm, 
H43022) 2 M6FC 501 MDAC PARALLEL BURN CCNFIGURATION LZ LR F 6.0278 IN. 
























< -. 06 








D.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 6.5 6.0 
MACH. NUMBER 




























ZMRP 0.5300 IN. 
BETA 2.000 SCALE 
0.0098 
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-. 60. 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.1) 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 
MACH NUMBER 






MVAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION 
MDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFZ ORATION 















_.0028 ZMRPSCALE a0.5500 a IN. 
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_ _ __ _ _ _ _ 
C.) 
_: 






S HSOL CONIFIGURATZI DEBCRIPTION 
,HFC 501 HDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION 
Z .. PC 502 MBAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION 





sREF 4.6786 SQ.10. 
LREF 6.0278 IN. 
BREF 6.VZ7a in 
XMRP 0.0000 IN. 































-0.0 1 ._ 1.5.0 2_3 5 4.0 4.5 __0 5.0 $.$ 
MACH NUMBER 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFGURATION DESCRIPION REFERENCE INFORMATION 







(H32J M SrC 501 HDAC PARALLEL BURN BOOSTER DREF .R Z 
XMRP aOUDO IN* 
y,~ 0:0, , IN: 
ZHRP a .53090 IN. 
BETA 6.0po SCALE 0,.00z 
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U] 3S) HF 0 D¢PRLE UN OFGRTO 1SE .76 SN 
CH32) H DCPRLE UNC ZUAZN L RF 607 M 
UH30) HF 0 CPRLE UNBOTRBBE .26 I 
-. 1 









o0 ~~~~~~~ZR .30 ",5
-. 1 o5 "o .5 5 ., 4, .0 .5 IN.0
 
$CALPEeNE D NFOz MaTO
ATT YBTA CNIGUAON N 















< -. 02 
F -. 04 
-.05
 
.0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 .6 '3.0 3 5 4.0 4.5 5,0 3.5 6. 
MACH NUMBER
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 4.6789 sa. M. 
MH43022) 11 SFC 501 MDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION L2 LRkF 6.0278 IN. 
C' 3002} M SFC 50 MDAC PARALLEL BURN BOOSTER a OREF 6.0278 IN 
(943012) Q NSFC 501 MDAC F4RALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION L 
XMRP 0 0000 
ZMRP 0,.5300 1,-. 
SCALE 0 .002,BETA -4.000 
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ED .01 ________ 
LD
 
7 .oe o3 50555 
04 H MACH NUHER 
0 .0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 Z.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 0. 
MACH NUMBER 
DAATA sEr SY.OL CONFIURATION DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORNATION 
(H43012) Q HSFC 501 MDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION Ll SREF 4.6786 S0IN. 
C43022) L SFC 501 NAC FARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION L2 LREF 6.0278 - IN. 
(H43002) 0 NSFC 501 NDAC PARALLEL BURN BOOSTER B BREF 6.027a IN 
XNRP 0. 00.. RU. 
y RP 0.00 IN. 
ZNRp 0.5500 IN. 
SCALE 0.0028 
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VATA SET SYMBOL 
43501 CONFIGURATION DE$CRIFTION MOAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION L_ REFERENCE INFORMATIONSRtF 4.6T86 SO.IN. 
..S.2- F 5 DAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION L L0REF 6.0278 IN. 
MH43002) HSFC 501 KDAC PARALLEL BURN BOOSTER a BREF 6,0278 IN 
XMRP 0,0000 1 No 
YHRF u .000 IN. 
3SCALE ZMRp 0.530D 0.002 IN. 
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00 0.5 1.0 1.5 Z.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 ,45 5.0 5.5 6.0 
MACH NUMBER 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(MI301z) 
M4# 3 02 z )L 
("43002) 
M SFC 501 
MSFC 501 
MSHFC501 
MDAC PARALLEL OURN CONFIGURATION 
MI)AC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION 











































.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3,5 4.0 5.a 5.54.r 6.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
DATA SET SYMBOL C"NFIGURATION DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CM 1 ) M SFC 501 HCAC PARALLEL BURN CONFrIGURATION LI SREF 4.6786 SG. 11 
4 3 0 2
 
0 2 ,






 SCALE a .,02
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"000.5 1.0" 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 '5.0 '5.5 6,0 
MACH NUMBER 
DATA SE T SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(M4301;! Q MSFC $01 MDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION Ll sfr.F 4.6786 50.1IN. 
IM43022; Ll FC 501 MVAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION L2 LREF 6,U278 IN. 
{H430DO) MSFC 501 MDAC PARALLEL BURN BOOSTER a BREF 6.0278 In 
X"R P a °O00 IN . 
y"Ra ,300 IN. 
BETA 6,(NW SCALE 0,002a 
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-'0.o 'o.5 1.o 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 " 3.5 4.U 4.5 '5.0 1.5 6.0 
MACH NUMBER 





501 kDXc PARALLEL. BURN CONFIGURATION 












(M430OZ) MSFC SDI MDAC PARALLEL SURN4 DOSTER a BREF -6.0278 IN 
XMRP U.GDD0 IN. 
YMRP a : Dav IN, 
BETA 8.0. 1CALE ZMR0 a,53000.O028 IN: 
PAGE .00
 
LONGI DINAL.,AND LATERAL STABILITY- OAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION
 
z 













2.0 2's 3.0 $.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.;




D A A S E T S I M OL C OF I GU R A T I O DES C R I P I ON REFE R E N CE N F R A T O N 
MH312 501 PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION SREF 4 SO.IN.LI °6766 
M13022Z) H:SFC 501 MDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFZGURATION LZ LgEF 6.0278 IN. 
...... R MSrC 501 MDA¢ PARALLEL BURN BOOSTER a ORE F 6,0T 1" 
SFO NVAC 
YtRP 0.10 O IN: 




















L -. 004I 
-.oi
 







< 0 05 
.0MF i.5 2.0 2.5 3°0 35 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 
-G0 





MSFC MDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATIONM5SFC 501501 M AC ARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION 




LhEF 6.0278 IN.A  6.0278 IN 
yp .:0000 IN* 





LONGITUDINAL AND LATERAL STABILITY-MDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION
 




















cnD -. 0104_ 





PAR.LE1.5 3.5IUATO 4.678 N.0< 4 0 . 0 N1.0 . BU.N 2.A0 4.0 .0.5 
IM43SD12 HSFC 501 MDC¢ PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION Ll LREF 460786 SI. 
JM43DOGI M SFC 501 MCAC PARALLEL BURN ROOSTER a DRIP 6,0278 IN 
XHRF D*O a IN. 
YHRPFou IN: 
ZNRP 0 "5309 IN. 
BEA - ?.~iSCALE I, ", a
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DE$CRIpTION REERENCE INFORMATION 
:.43..Z) 2 MSFC 501 MDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION Ll RF 4676 S.N 
MH43 0 . MOAC PARALLEL CONFIGURATION0243002) SFC 501501 F BURN B OSTLR LZa LREK 6.0a7a IN." HD B __ ,278 
 
XMRP 0:. BOB I 'N. 
YHRP O. .. IN.ZRF 053 1".
 
ETA 00000 
 SCALE 0:0028 
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-. 006 1.0 1.1 2.0 .5 S0 Z5 40 45 .0 55 
o MACH NUMBER 
BATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION 





MDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION 









XMRP 0.DD00 IN. 
yUPP 0.0000 IN. 
zHrF 0 5300 IN. 
BETA Z.auv 5CLr , 
PAGE -05 
LONGITUDINAL AND LATERAL STABILITY-MDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION
 







-, .002 ____ 






0 .1o .002CHNUMBER__ 
- .016 
< . 0 9.5___ 1.0___ 1.5___ 2. 25 . 35 . 45 55 . 
m 
ED 02 MACH NUMBER 
DATA SET SYMBOL, CONFIGURATIC DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION 
M45012 ) HSFC 501 NDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATICN LI SREF 4.67860 SQ.IN. 
(M4Z0 2S NSFC 501 MDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION LZ LREF 6.02T6 IN. 
(145002) MSFC 501 NDAC PARALLEL BURN BOOSTER 0 BREF 6.0278 IN 
XNRF 0.0000 IN. 
YNRF 0.DO0D IN. 
ZNRP 0.5300o .n: 
BETA 4.QUV SCALE- 0 . G08 
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LONGITUDINAL AND LATERAL STABILITY-MDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION
 















o MACH NUMBER 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFOR14ATION 
M430121 
(MA3022)(,4 "02) 
0 MSFC 501 
MzC 501 
MSFC 501 
MDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION 
MDAt PARALLEL BURN CONFICURATZON 













XHRP 0:, a.. IN: 
Z-R0 005300 IN. 
BET -.000 SCALE 0.0028 
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-.0 06 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
-. 012 














0.0 0.5 1.0' 1.5 2.0 ,5 3.,o 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 
0MACH NUMBER 
- ATA SET 3VMDOL 
(M4 3 0 1 Z ) 
CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION 
MSHFC 501 MDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION LI 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 4.76 O.N 
NH4302Z;}
I '4300Z} 
MSFC 501 MDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION 












YMRP a,00 N 
ZMRP 0:5,50 IN 
BETA 0.000 SCALE D .002 
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u 0.0 0.5 1.0 2.5 2.0 k.5 310 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 
~MACH NUMBER 
ATA SET SYM OL C CFIGURATZC D SCRIPTI ON REFERENCE NFORHATIO N 
3 0 msr $at HDAC PARALLEL BURN CO~rIOURATION Li snR 4.67.0G @., 
(M43022) MSFC 501 NDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION L2 LREF 6.0278 IN. 




ZHRP 5 Do IN. 
.EA laavc SCALE 'U.0028 
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< -. 016 
-
00 0.5 1.0 1.5 '2.0 .5 3.1 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6._ 
o MACH NUMBER
 
CA TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATI ONESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1I43012) MS PSC 501 MDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION Ll 
 RF 4676 S.N
 
1I43OZ23; MSFC 501 
 HDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION L2 
 LREF 6.0278 IN.
1Z430OZ3 M 501 PARALLEL BURN BOOSTER aH@C MDAC BREF 6.a278 IN
 
XMRp 
 a 0000 
 IN"

YHRP 0:0000, IN: 
ZNRPBETA - 4.00- 0,.530 0SCALE .. 0OE. IN.
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-MR -. 00 :0000. 1__ .__ 
m 
<]0.$ 1 1.5 2.0 2,5 3.0 '.5 '.0 4,5 5.0 S.5 6.0 
M ACH NUMBER
 
'A TA SET SyMeOL CONF16URATION DESCRIPTIC4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1X43012) SFC 501 M AC PARALLEL SURN CONFIOURATION Ll SREF 4.6785 S0.1". 
143 "2 ) MSFC 501 MDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION LZ LREF 6.0278 IN. 
(145002) M SFC 501 MDAC PARALLEL B URN BOOSTER BREF 6.0278 IN 




B-TA - 2D01 SCAL__ ,_
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LONGITUDINAL AND LATERAL STABILITY-DAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION
 



















0 - -.0021 D. .5 10 . 20 2 .0 .. 5 40 . 50 5. . 
x 
o­




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1S30F1 C FC 501 NDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION LI SEEF 4.6766 SO.IN. 
C143022) SFC 501 NOAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION L2 LREF 6.0278 IN. 
(143002) M IDAC PARALLEL BURN BOOSTER 5 BREF 6.0278 INwSFC 501 
XHRP 0.0000 IN. 
Y RF 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRF 5,00 IN. 
BETA 0.000 SCALE 0:0 E8
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00 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2 
o 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
24302a; SFC 5D1 MDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIOURATMN 





4.0 4.5 $".. 5.5 6.0 
RCF RENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 4.6766 SQ.IN. 
LREF 6.UZ7S IN.OREF 60Z78 IN 
XMRP O.DVUU IN. 
Y-RP 0 0BUO IN. 
MR 00,5300 IN: 
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j -. 004 







0.0 0.5 V* 1.5 2.0 "2.5 3.0 3.5 A.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 
t° 	 MACH NUMBER 
_jATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIO RECERENCE IN FORMATION 
, JA3012) M SFC 591 HDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION 11 sREF 4,6766 So.in. 
LRER 6027$ IN.3 0 ) F C MDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION L2 	 F143OZZ RL SFC 502
1. 	 V2 MS 501 MDAC PARALLEL BURN BOOSTER a BRE 6.0278 IN 
XMRP U.0000 IN'. 






























.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 35 4.0 4.S. 5.0 5o5 6.0 
o.MACH NUMBER'
 
A TA SET YBOL COFIGURATON DECRITION REFRENCE INFORMATION 
143018) M SFC 50i NCAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION LI SREF 4 ,68 so IN. 1.3022) ZHFC 501 HDAC pARMALLEL BURN FIGURATION Le LREF 6:.2,S IN:
 
1I43D02 MSFC 501 MCAC FA ALLEL BURN BOOSTER 0 BRcF 6.D278 IN 
YMRP 0.0000 IN.
 
Zm P 0.500 IN.
 
BETA 6.000 SCALE a 0028 
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(o 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION REFERENC INFORNATION
4 3 2 E 
, 1 . ; N'SFC 501 HDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION Ll RF 4616S.N 
, 14 3,22) * ..FC 501 MOAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION LZ LREF 6.0278 IN.CZ430021 MSFC 501 MDAC PARALLEL BURN BOOSTER B 
 BREF 6.0276 Z14
 
XHRF a OU G IN*¥mH F 0,0000 IN: 




__ _ _ _ _ _ _ 



























< .2° 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5. 6, 
SMACH NUMBER
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION 
,I30ZR MSFC Sol MDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION LI SREF 4.6796 SQ.IN. 1.3022) msFc 5ol MDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFZCVRATION L2 LREF 'e..278 IN,1430042) * SFC 501 MDAC PARALLEL BURN BOOSTER 5 BRE 6.0276 IN 
XNRp 
 C ooov 

IN:
ymRp O,o: 'N" 
ZHRP V. Zov IN.
BETA 10.00D SCALE 0.0028
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-, -.45 __ _ _ _ _ _m 
IC(_1 
,JaJ -. 60_ 
_ ___ _ _ 
-r 
0.0 0. .0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 
MACH NUMBER 




MSFC 501 MDAC PARALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION 
SF 5 H A PALLEL BURN CONFIGURATION 













XMRP O.VoO0 IN. 
yMRP a 0000 IN. 
'MRP D.5300 IN: 
SCALE 002Q8 
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